
Core Movement Lives La Pura Vida 

Randy Launches 
Typhoon Yoga 

Mel Gets in Touch with 
His Inner Joyero 
Rumor has it that Mel has pur-
chased the Pura Vida gift shop 
so he can indulge his new-
found passion for retailing 
whenever the mood strikes. He 
insists the shop’s location near 
the kitchen (translate: desserts 
made here) had no bearing on 
his decision. 

In one of the group’s most sur-
prising developments, Randy 
discovered the pace of the 
Pilates-Yoga Fusion classes 
was very similar to a busy shift 
at work. He was so swept up in 
the moment he announced the 
opening of his own studio, 
Typhoon Yoga.  
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Visions 

Randy demonstrates  
downward bricklayer 

Gads, I’m
 too stiff 

for these 

early morning workouts. 

“You haven’t changed a bit in 12 years, 

dahling.” “Oh, you haven’t either!” 

Steve, Extreme Oral Surgeon 
Wonder why Steve is smiling? It’s because his patients will soon experience 
a new brand of oral surgery, thanks to his discovery that zip line gear can 
also double as tooth removal hardware. Once attached to the zip line cable 
at the front door, patients will save time with the new “zip thru” service for 
extracting those pesky aching molars. 

Looks like Wine Time! 

Why do I always get stuck 

with the bill? 

Wait, I’ve got a special today on chocolate earrings. 
Have a Downward Dog with that 
Donut? 
In a campaign to ensure the well-
being of her employees, Gretchen 
plans to require a group downward 
dog moment during each break 
period. She has volunteered John to 
conduct these sessions since, as 
everyone knows, he is “Da Top 
Dog” when it comes to yoga.  



Judy Reports: 
“Easy as Falling Off a Horse” 

Let’s Hear It for The Village People!  

Ann Salutes Continental Airlines 
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Travelin’ lig
ht…  

and this was just Sue’s 

wardrobe. 

The chant of Y—M—
C—A, Y—M—C—A 
was heard throughout 
PuraVida as the group 
warmed up for its 
morning yodeling 
session. 

Ann toasted to her good judgment in 
avoiding the zip line excursion, stating, 
“One stomach-churning experience per 
vacation  is my quota.” Continental Air-
lines, however, has offered her a highly 
desirable position as official greeter and 
concierge on all future flights to Costa 
Rica.  

Think this is plain ole water in that 

glass? Think again, vodka lovers.  

John Invents Kevlar Yoga Fashions 
After his 100th downward dog, John realized 
that yoga requires attire to help devotees  
hold that pose a bit longer. Seen here road 
testing his new line of Kevlar yoga wear, 
John noted the clothing made him immune to 
pain, instructor threats or perspiration.  

I thought 
this would 
be like 
Dancing 
With the 
Stars. 

PuraVida Spa is famous for its 
killer manicures. 

Jumpin’ Judy was first off the plat-
form and first to go airborne. She 
later reported it was just like rid-
ing a horse...without the 
horse, and without the 
saddle, oh, and without 
the pasture. Otherwise, 
all the same! But no Mel 
waiting at the end of the 
line with cookies, or 
cake, or, for that matter, 
dessert of any kind. 

Ummm, could you repeat those hand signals one more time?  
Like the one for come-get-me-I’m-paralyzed-with-fear? 



“From now on, call me Zipline Zelda. I’ve 
discovered my destiny as a canopy-
crawling groupie,” says Margot. “Wasn’t 
sure what I wanted to be when I grew up. 
But when Jose and I connected up there in 
the trees, the earth moved. And it wasn’t  
because I was shaking the platform. As he 
took my hand, I knew this was meant to be. 
Hey, what happens in Costa Rica, stays in 
Costa Rica.”  

And Conni Thought Parenting was Tough... 

Margot Finds Her Calling on Zip Line 

With delts, lats, biceps and 
triceps to die for, Sue out-
shone everyone in the 
armpit strength category. 
Her amazing ability to 
cover miles of spa terrain 
without a wimper left the 
group in awe. She credits 
her 
strength to 
“smoothie 
power.” 

 

Sue Voted “Buff-est Armpits” 
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Hey, this personal history stuff is 

hard work. Just count the bottles. 

Uh, Conni, that’s not my abs. I can defy, 

but not deny. 

I’ve been waiting 
for the shuttle to 
PuraVida for 
ages.  

Sue flaunts her Reclining  Flamingo pose. 

No, Mel, you may not fill 
my leg brace with cookies. 

Jeez, 
would you 

two just 
get a 

room?  

Psssssssss, Conni, dare  ya to 

try  my coiled snake pose. 

I really could get used to this Sleeping Dog pose. 

Pay attention, people! 
You won’t miss break-
fast. 

OK, time for some tough love. Now sit up and  

open your shoulders! 

Well, class, looks like 
we need a time out... 



PuraVida Perfection 

The best looking group ever to grace PuraVida! But who’s that guy on the left in the toga? 

Partners in Paradise 

I agree, Steve, this whole paradise thing is over-
rated. Give me a parka and a blizzard any day. 

¡Vuélvase verdadero pronto!  

Viva La Vida Loca! 

Is there a scent of happy smoke in the air? 

 

Mel—Goodwill Dessert Ambassador 

Let ‘em eat cake-a lot of it I might need these for barter with a toucan Quality control is key I only do this for my friends 
I hope I have enough for 
everyone in the airport 


